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Abstract
Design – A cancer incidence follow up study of the Turin population in relation to socioeconomic characteristics was performed through record linkage between the 1981 census and the cancer registry. A case-control study nested in the cohort was analysed, where cases were subjects with a new diagnosis of cancer in 1985–87 and controls were a sample of the Turin population, frequency matched by sex and age group. Incidence odds ratios (ORs) were calculated for social classes (defined by education, housing tenure, and socioeconomic group) using a logistic regression model.
Setting – The study population comprised subjects included in the 1981 Turin census (n = 1,100,000) who were still alive, 20–69 years old, and were resident in Turin in the middle of study period.
Participants – The analyses were based on 4,215 male and 3,451 female cases, and on 16,913 male and 13,838 female controls.
Main results – Compared with the highest educational level, the men in the lowest one showed an OR>2 for respiratory cancers; OR=1.48 for stomach cancer; and OR<0.7 for skin, colorectal, and prostate cancers. Women with a primary school education were protected against colorectal (OR=0.71), skin (OR=0.59), and breast cancer (OR=0.66) compared with university degree women, but were at risk for cancer of the cervix (OR=2.53) and stomach cancer (OR=2.94). The association between educational level (primary school v university) and lung cancer risk is negative for men (OR=2.47) and positive for women (OR=0.62), while the association with housing tenure is negative for both sexes (OR=1.44).
Conclusions – The socioeconomic distribution of some risk factors (for example smoking, alcohol, and diet) in Italy can partially explain the differences in respiratory and digestive cancers. “Unbalanced” health promotion interventions, targeted at social groups with the highest prevalences of risk factors, and national policies for increasing the level of education in the country may play an important role in reducing social differences in cancer risk.

Methods
The results of this work are based on record linkage between the cancer registry (Registro Tumori Piemonte, RTP) and the census data of the Turin population (Studio Longitudinale Torinese, SLT). The cancer incidence data are up to the quality standards defined by the International Agency for Research on Cancer, Lyon, and the census, carried out every 10 years by the National Institute of Statistics, is considered a reliable source for social variables. The SLT included all people living in the City of Turin on the census day (October 21, 1981), followed up to 1989 for mortality and migration. A total of 95% of the census records matched the corresponding population register record.10 Errors in filling in the date of birth in the census questionnaires explain more than 80% of the failures in record linkage. People who migrated after the census date were considered lost to follow up at the date of migration, while those who were born or
immigrated in the years between the two censuses are present in the study only at the time of the next census. Therefore, between the censuses, SLT takes the shape of a closed cohort. The RTP provides the cancer incidence data for the Turin population from 1985. The 1985–87 data were available for the study. RTP and SLT records were matched according to a key including first name, surname, sex, and date of birth. For the ages included in the study (20–69), 95% of the male cases and 94-2% of the female ones were matched. Unsuccessful pairing was mainly due to subjects who had moved to Turin after the 1981 census and were therefore excluded from the SLT. Paired and unpaired cases were compared to determine any selection characteristics: no significant differences were found for either ICD or age.

A case-control design, nested into the cohort, was chosen to study the relationship between the risk of cancer and social class indicators. Four controls for each incident case were randomly selected from the SLT file, using a frequency matching strategy, by sex and five-year age class, without replacement. The controls were: not included in the cancer registry, alive, and residents in Turin halfway through the study period (June 30, 1986), as determined by the historical city population register. The study is therefore based on 4215 male cases and 16,913 controls, and 3451 female cases and 13,838 controls. Using the available census data, the study population was classified according to the following socioeconomic indicators: educational levels (university (corresponding to not less than 16 years of school education), high school (12-13 years), middle school (8 years), primary school, or less (0-5 years)); housing tenure; and socioeconomic status, obtained on the basis of the professional position and occupational status. In this last classification, housewives were considered a separate category because of their specific social condition.

Seventy one per cent of cases could be classified in terms of socioeconomic status by information from the census record. Twenty nine per cent of cases were not classified according to the individual census record: 77% of them (22-6% of the total) were classified according to the census record of the head of family, matched to the individual record through a family identifier code. Information was not available ultimately for 6-7% of the cases. For controls, the above mentioned percentages were respectively: 72-1%, 21-7%, and 6-5%. Education and housing tenure indicators come from the individual record exclusively. The proportions of cases with missing or unhelpful data for these indicators were 0-0% for education and 2-4% for housing tenure; the corresponding percentages for controls were 0-2% and 3-2%. The distribution of cases and controls entered in the analysis in relation to the social indicators can be found in the first row (labelled 'all sites') of the tables of results.

ORs of incidence have been estimated through a non-conditional logistic model. Confidence intervals have been calculated at 95%. The reference group (OR=1) is always represented by the highest social group – university graduates, house owners, managers and professional people. For women, since this reference group is often too small, the two highest categories of the social scale have been pooled to form a reference group (university degree plus high school education; managers plus clerks). To test the trend significance for education, this last indicator was introduced in the model as a continuous variable, on the hypothesis of the equidistance of the different school levels. The results of this analysis have been presented as a p value which stands for the probability associated with the values of χ² related to the variable in the model. Adjustment for the residual confounding for age was obtained by including in the models the dummy variables related to the same age groups from which the sample had been obtained. The confounding due to birth areas was controlled for with a variable at six levels: province of Turin, the rest of the north-west, the north-east, the centre, the south and the isles of Italy, and foreign countries. It is well known that death rates and cancer incidence are lower in southern than in northern Italian regions – in some cancer sites they may be even halved – and that there was massive immigration into Turin from the south of Italy in the 50s and 60s.

To avoid multicollinearity among indicators, the results presented refer to two different models in which the variables analysed are as follows: model 1 – education and housing tenure, standing respectively for the cultural level and for the income; model 2 – socioeconomic status, and representing a summary measure for prestige, income. Analysis was performed for all cancers and for some sites chosen because of the number of observations. The distribution of cases by site is reported in first column of table 1 for men and of table 3 for women. Larynx and bladder cancers for women did not have sufficient number of cases for the analysis (n=7 and n=64 respectively). Skin cancer refers only to non-melanoma cancers (ICD 173); malignant melanoma was excluded because of the small numbers (M=61; F=66).

Results

In men the lower educational group shows a 15% significant, excess risk for all cancer sites in each class indicator (tables 1 and 2). For women the observed differentials are not consistent between the three indicators: the risk of cancer is lower for less educated women and for those in the lower socioeconomic group and is higher among housing tenants (tables 3 and 4). These differentials are the result of site-specific associations of different direction and size.

MEN: NEGATIVE ASSOCIATIONS WITH SOCIAL CLASS

Upper respiratory and digestive tract, larynx, stomach, and lung cancers present a consistent negative trend along the three social scales, with trends for education and risk for lower socioeconomic groups always significant, ex-
cept for the stomach cancer along the socioeconomic scale. Bladder cancer shows a slight negative non-significant association with education and housing tenure.

MEN: POSITIVE ASSOCIATIONS WITH SOCIAL CLASS
Less educated people are significantly protected against colorectal and skin cancer. Managers and professional people seem to be the only socioeconomic group at high risk for these sites. Prostate cancer shows a slight, non-significant positive association with education and housing tenure.

MEN: SITES PRESENTING NO ASSOCIATION WITH SOCIAL CLASS
Lymphoma and leukaemia do not seem to have
any association with social class, even though lower classes seem to have a slight and constant protection. The separated analysis of lymphoma and leukaemia (results not presented) shows similar risk patterns: OR = 0.90 (95% CI 0.40, 2.04) and OR = 0.60 (95% CI 0.20, 1.83) for primary education, respectively.

WOMEN: NEGATIVE ASSOCIATIONS WITH SOCIAL CLASS

Among women, the only two sites that show consistent negative associations with social class are stomach and cervix. Stomach cancer presents a higher risk for women with primary education than those with a university degree. Cervical cancer shows a significant trend for education and a strong significant excess among tenants. Risks for both stomach and cervical cancer are at least double for manual workers compared with managers. Housewives show an almost significant risk for cancer of the cervix. Upper respiratory and digestive tract cancers show a strongly significant excess among tenants. Because of the small number of cases in the reference category, the model with socioeconomic groups could not be calculated.
WOMEN: POSITIVE ASSOCIATIONS WITH SOCIAL CLASS
Breast, skin, lung, and large bowel cancers are more frequent in higher social levels. Breast cancer shows a positive and significant trend with education while skin cancer shows a clear but not significant trend for this indicator, and a significant protection for female manual employees. The risks of lung cancer in both manual working women and housewives are halved compared with managers, but the same risk, adjusted for education among tenants, is 44% higher than for house owners, and is almost significant. Colorectal cancer shows a slight, but not significant, positive association within education and socioeconomic groups.

WOMEN: SITES PRESENTING NO ASSOCIATION WITH SOCIAL CLASS
Cancer of the uterus, lymphomas, and leukemias do not show any coherent association with the social scales used in this analysis. Lymphomas, when analysed separately (data not presented), show an OR of 0.57 (95% CI 0.32, 1.04) for less educated women; self employed women and manual workers present ORs of 0.56 (95% CI 0.11, 1.09) and of 0.66 (95% CI 0.32, 1.35) respectively.

Discussion
There is strong evidence of socioeconomic differences in the risk of specific cancers in Turin in the 1980s. The agreement with published studies showing that lung, stomach, larynx, and uterus cancers are negatively associated with social class, and large bowel and breast cancers are positively associated, strengthens the validity of the social indicators used in our study. The positive association for skin cancer is a new finding that is not seen to have been reported before. Because skin cancers other than malignant melanoma are clinically benign, this finding could be missed in mortality studies. Our results reflect both a greater tendency of the higher socioeconomic classes to access diagnostic services and an effect of social differences in sun exposure while on vacation, since there is little occupational exposure to the sun in Turin.

Environmental risk factors that make a substantial contribution to cancer are associated with the greatest social differentials in cancer risk. The main factor responsible for upper respiratory and digestive tract cancers is alcohol and its prevalence distribution in Italy in 1983 was negatively associated with education. The prevalence odds ratios (PORs) of heavy alcohol consumers in Italy in 1983 (POR = 1.9 for less educated v more highly educated men and no differences in women) seems to agree with our ORs (OR = 1.71 for less educated men; no differences in women) for upper respiratory and digestive tract cancers in both sexes. Among men, lung and larynx cancers present a social profile that is consistent with Italian social differentials in smoking prevalence, but the POR of less educated people v more educated ones was lower (1.35 in 1986). Occupational exposures in an industrialised town like Turin may play an additional, important role in producing differentials in lung cancer. The interaction of alcohol and smoking may explain the deep differences in larynx cancer. The inverse trend of ORs for lung cancer in women reflects the social distribution of smoking in Italy, which ranges from 14-2% for the lowest to 23-3% for highest educational level. Rates of quitting smoking in both sexes are higher in higher social groups (ranging from 24-6 for the less educated to 29-3 for the more educated group): the widening of social negative differentials in lung cancer for males and an inversion of the social positive differential for women may therefore be predicted. The positive social differential in the risk of large bowel cancer could be attributable to the corresponding social profile in dietary habits, especially low fibre and high animal fat consumption. In fact, in Italy, disadvantaged social groups showed, in a 1984 survey, healthier dietary habits in relation to these nutrients.

The above considerations suggest that an important component of the social differences in cancer risk, can be considered solvable through unbalanced health promotion intervention – that is those targeted at the social categories which are more at risk. A similar conclusion can be drawn for invasive cervical cancer, for which an effective screening test (Pap test) is available: the prevalence of the use of this early diagnosis test in Italy in 1986 was negatively associated with social class. Such a social distribution is similar to the use of mammographic screening for breast cancer, but in this case it goes in the right direction to protect the social group at highest risk for this cancer.

As has been discussed in studies on inequalities in health, the issue is more complex. Educational level is not only a social indicator, in many cases it is a real protection factor. Education allows people to recognise the factors affecting health and the best solutions to health problems. Moreover, education, as well as the other class indicators, is considered a strong predictor of social instability, and it can affect hazardous habits by putting the satisfaction of passing needs below long term expectations. Increasing the level of education in a country, by promoting the school attendance of young people (at national level in 1981, 61-8% of the population over 6 years had not accomplished the compulsory education stated by a 1963 law) or prolonging compulsory education (in Italy it is up to 14 years), may be a suitable way of intervening to reduce differences and to increase the global health status of the population.

Differences in the risk of lung cancer in women associated with housing tenure and education follow the opposite direction. It seems a good example of the different meanings of two social indicators. Our interpretation is that income, represented by housing tenure, is a determinant of protective smoking habits. On the other hand, education is an independent predictor of the tendency towards emancipation, which has meant that during the last
20 years women have followed the smoking habits of men. The socioeconomic group is an indicator that is more sensitive to education than to income. The lower number of women in the manager category (ca/co = 7/13) makes the income differences between reference category (managers plus clerks) and manual employed workers very small.
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